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prominent entangled state 

for bipartite system AB:

mixed!

entangled



Well, that’s fine but …

… what is entanglement good for?

… how to define entanglement in systems of      

identical particles (e.g., electrons)?

… how to quantify it for total states that are 

not pure anymore, i.e., 

[mixedness of           could be due to mixedness 

of      rather than an indicator of  entanglement] 



goal of  this lecture:

answering all these questions

(in a rather comprehensive manner)



0) Physical relevance of  entanglement

in general: fascinating phenomenon 

relevant for our understanding of  physics 

provides important insights into behaviour and 

properties of  quantum systems: quantum phase 

transitions, electronic structure, … 

Diagnostic tool for describing many-body 

quantum states          

improving numerical methods 



Key resource for realizing quantum information 

processing tasks:

quantum cryptography

quantum teleportation

superdense coding

(possibly even) quantum computing

operationally meaningful quantification

of  entanglement is essential! 



Recent situation:

restriction to distinguish.

particles (no electrons)

often rather abstract &

mathematical

quantification often flawed

dubious application of  QIT 

concepts in general

(hype about entanglement)



Our goal: 

strengthening the connection 

between QI and QMB:



Timely!:



Outline

1) Quantum states and their geometry

2) Quantum information formalism

3) Application to fermions

4) Examples



1) Quantum states and their geometry



Simplest example: the qubit

system with a 2-dim. Hilbert space

pick orthonormal basis states: 

Hermitian matrices in           :   

with Pauli matrices:   



Remark: Dirac versus matrix representation

inner product:



density matrices: 

(Hermitian, positive semi-definite and trace-normalized 

to unity)  

with



Bloch representation:

But wait: North & South pole 

aren’t orthogonal !?

Bloch 

ball





General case

system with a d-dim. Hilbert space

space of density operators (matrices):

is convex

extremal points: pure states, i.e., 

inner product: 

notion of geometry



2) Quantum information formalism 



total Hilbert space: 

total algebra of observables: 

From now on we consider a multipartite 

(for simplicity bipartite) quantum system

notion of reduced states:

defines



Correlation function: 

observation: 



measure of (total) correlation: 

with the quantum relative entropy: 



Key result (universal bound on correlation function): 

in particular, this implies





How about classical combinations 

(mixture) of uncorrelated states?

it is apparently correlated,

but is it also entangled?

No!



measure of entanglement 

(quantum relative entropy of entanglement): 

[Notoriously difficult to calculate!] 



Complete geometric picture



3) Application to fermions



fermionic Hilbert space

1-particle Hilbert space

N-fermion Hilbert space

Fock space



Subsystems of fermionic systems (?)



Tensor product in fermionic Fock space

in general:





indeed, just to recall:







4) Examples



A single fermion



A single fermion





Orbital entanglement in molecules











Further reading

Lecture notes/proceedings by Erik & Eva

Extended lecture notes (soon on the arXiv)

publications:

+ forthcoming papers



International Symposium on Correlated Electrons  

Symcorrel21

October 5th - 7th, 2021 (online)

Deadline: this week Friday!



Several postdoc & PhD positions available

check out our group website!




